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Abstract: The aquaculture industry has expanded to fill the gap between plateauing wild seafood
supply and growing consumer seafood demand. The use of genetic modification (GM) technology
has been proposed to address sustainability concerns associated with current aquaculture practices,
but GM seafood has proved controversial among both industry stakeholders and producers, especially
with forthcoming GM disclosure requirements for food products in the United States. We conduct a
choice experiment eliciting willingness-to-pay for salmon fillets with varying characteristics, including
GM technology and GM feed. We then develop a predictive model of consumer choice using LASSO
(least absolute shrinkage and selection operator)-regularization applied to a mixed logit, incorporating
risk perception, ambiguity preference, and other behavioral measures as potential predictors. Our
findings show that health and environmental risk perceptions, confidence and concern about potential
health and environmental risks, subjective knowledge, and ambiguity aversion in the domain of GM
foods are all significant predictors of salmon fillet choice. These results have important implications
for marketing of foods utilizing novel food technologies. In particular, people familiar with GM
technology are more likely to be open to consuming GM seafood or GM-fed seafood, and effective
information interventions for consumers will include details about health and environmental risks
associated with GM seafood.
Keywords: food labeling; machine learning; seafood; genetic modification; consumer preferences;
risk perceptions; subjective knowledge; ambiguity aversion; choice experiment

1. Introduction
The global population is projected to reach nearly 10 billion people by 2050 [1]. Growing
populations will necessarily result in increased demand for quality, safe, and diverse foods, and
seafood is no exception. Annual global per capita seafood consumption has more than doubled since
the 1960s to over 20 kg, making up over 16 percent of global animal protein intake and more than 6
percent of all protein consumed [2]. Part of this increase is likely due to targeted policy efforts meant
to increase seafood consumption, particularly in women and children. In 2010, the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) began
focusing nutrition campaigns on seafood consumption. Specifically, USDA and HHS recommended
pregnant and nursing women consume at least 8 to 12 ounces of a variety of seafood per week as part
of a well-balanced diet, with similar recommendations for other adults and less for younger children
A complication associated with increased seafood demand is the fact that global harvest of wild fish
has remained almost constant since the 1990s. The aquaculture industry expanded rapidly to fill the gap
and meet global seafood demand, representing an increasing portion of global seafood supply (40.1% in
2011 compared to 46.8% in 2016) [2,3]. This trend is expected to continue in the foreseeable future, and
will encourage more investment and technological innovations in the aquaculture sector. One unique
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innovation that has received much attention recently is the development of genetically-modified (GM)
fish that grows faster, meatier, and more disease-tolerant while relying on less wild harvest resources
for use in fish feed, for example. Looking at the experience of the agriculture industry in adoption
of GM technologies, it is only a matter of time before the U.S. consumers and seafood supply chain
are faced with decisions involving GM seafood. The question is whether the market will accept GM
seafood, and will it advance the contribution of aquaculture in meeting the world’s seafood demand.
AquaBounty Technologies, Inc., a biotechnology firm located in Massachusetts, U.S. and Prince
Edward Island., Canada, developed a GM Atlantic Salmon, marketed as AquAdvantage Salmon©
carrying the tag line “the World’s Most Sustainable Salmon” [4]. AquAdvantage Salmon© grows to
market weight twice as quickly as conventionally farmed salmon and requires less wild harvest species
for feed, while it is also claimed to minimize environmental impacts by being grown in land-based
facilities closer to metropolitan areas. All of this together is meant to address sustainability concerns
associated with current open-ocean salmon farming practices. Another approach utilized by the
aquaculture industry to address sustainability concerns is the use of alternate feed ingredients, such as
insect meal [5]. AquAdvantage Salmon© has been sold as fillets in Argentina, Brazil and Canada, and
approved for sale in the U.S. in 2015. However, the controversy surrounding the use of GM technology
as a means of achieving a more sustainable, farmed salmon product [6] has halted AquAdvantage
Salmon© from reaching the market until a clear GM labeling standard is put in place.
On 29 July 2016 the National Bioengineered Food Disclosure Standard (NBFDS) was signed into
law [7] and was finalized in December 2018. The Standard is set to be fully implemented on 1 January
2020 [8]. As it currently stands, foods containing any of the commercially available GM foods and their
derivatives will be subject to disclosure, while small food manufacturers, restaurants, animals fed with
GM products, and foods certified under the National Organic Program are exempt [7]. Disclosure will
be carried out via written text, a symbol similar to the USDA Organic symbol, or electronically using
QR codes. A recent ruling by the U.S. Food and Drug administration motivated by the final NBFDS
approval resulted in the import ban on GM salmon eggs being lifted [9]. This means that production of
GM salmon in the U.S. is likely to begin in the near future with products reaching seafood counters by
2021 [10]. The NBFDS presents a unique challenge for strategic marketing of food products utilizing
novel food technologies in a way that appeals to consumers’ growing interests for sustainably sourced
and marketed products.
As the NBFDS is not yet implemented, we are in a unique position to investigate this prediction
problem. Specifically, we investigate the potential impact of the NBFDS on demand for Atlantic Salmon
using machine learning methodology. We analyze data collected from a nationally representative
sample in an online discrete choice experiment distributed across the United States. We are one of
the first studies to use machine learning techniques to study consumer food choice, as well as being
one of the first to fully investigate demand for GM seafood. The results of this work will help the
food industry identify the means through which to transform the seafood supply chain and marketing
strategies into sustainable practices that will support predicted growth in population, food demand
and greener trends.
New advances in machine learning are increasingly being adapted by economists to investigate
policy prediction problems [11,12]. Machine learning methods excel at addressing these types of
problems due to their ability to discover complex data structures that are not specified or known a
priori. This is in stark contrast to many applied economic applications focused on parameter estimation
and causal inference. Recent applications of machine learning in policy prediction problems include
environmental monitoring [13], judicial behavior [14], changes in household diet [15,16], poverty
quantification [17–19], tax policy evaluation [20], restaurant hygiene inspections [21], and highway
procurement auctions [22].
We expand this literature by applying LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator)
penalized regression as a variable selection tool to identify behavioral factors that predict consumer
choice in the context of seafood purchases. Labels presented under current institutions, including the
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forthcoming NBFDS, act as a signal of quality and safety for consumers [23]. Generally, the information
provided in a food label is expected to be a positive course of action by providing more information
than was previously available. However, labels can be ineffective if the information is misperceived [24].
For example, consumers may over-estimate risks related to the labeled product, perceiving the label
as a type of warning, resulting in the (unintended) effect of decreased consumption [23,25,26]. This
ineffectiveness can be related to inferential processing on the part of the consumer. From a public policy
standpoint, this is undesirable because label interpretation is reliant upon consumers’ perceptions,
attitudes, and subjective beliefs [27,28]. This effect can be further exacerbated by the availability
of additional information about food products making the distinction between information on the
label itself and market provided information an important consideration. The research findings
presented herein contributes to the academic literature by identifying unique mechanisms through
which information impacts consumer purchase decisions. The most surprising result is that balanced
information appears to only have significant negative effects on demand for GM and Organic salmon
driven by environmental risk perception and confidence in environmental risk perception, respectively.
Studies have shown that risk perceptions, preferences, and other intangible aspects are becoming
increasingly important in consumer food choice [27,29,30], but no work has addressed which
subjective/behavioral measures are most important. Considering the controversy associated with
the NBFDS itself and the use of GM technology in food production in general, perceptions, attitudes
and other behavioral measures are likely to have significant influence on the effectiveness of the
NBFDS and ultimately consumer choice. Considering the importance of behavioral measures and the
forthcoming NBFDS, we have a unique opportunity to explore this policy prediction problem using
machine learning techniques.
We seek to develop a predictive model of consumer choice by incorporating often-overlooked
behavioral measures into our choice model [29]. Inclusion of these data and other “non-conventional”
measures is important given the potentially significant effects they can have on predictive accuracy of
choice models [31]. Developing an accurate predictive model that incorporates these data is particularly
important in evaluating the potentially unintended consequences of policy interventions such as the
NBFDS. If economists are interested in developing predictive models to promote as decision support
tools for policy makers and food industry stakeholders alike, then balancing model complexity with
predictive performance is a critical consideration, which is precisely the goal of LASSO. The advantage
of using LASSO to address this consideration is that it provides a data-driven approach to identifying
important factors that relate to individual behavior without relying on researcher intervention. In
addition, overly complex predictive models may require large amounts of (potentially unavailable) data
or may be difficult to implement. A clear benefit of applying LASSO, then, is that more parsimonious
models require less data and are therefore easier to implement in applications outside of the initial,
motivating project.
Our results show that behavioral measures do indeed play an important role in predicting
consumer choice. Specifically, we find that risk perception, confidence in risk perceptions and concern
about the risks associated with GM technology are the prominent behavioral factors in the health
domain. Risk perception, confidence in risk perceptions, and concern are also important behavioral
factors in the environmental domain. Both context specific subjective knowledge and ambiguity
aversion have a significant influence on consumer choice of salmon fillets.
When shopping for food, labels act as signals to consumers [23]. GM food labels will act as a
signal of quality and safety for consumers deciding on what to purchase. This aligns with groups
that advocate for consumer “right to know” about what goes into their food. Generally, information
provided via a food label is expected to be a positive course of action, as labels are meant to correct for
the lack of information previously available to consumers. In the case of GM foods, labels are desired
to as an attempt correct the information asymmetry regarding food production processes of many food
products available on the market. Advocates of the NBFDS cite unknown environmental and health
consequences of production and consumption of GM products as justification for distinction of GM
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foods from conventional products as a means of facilitating informed consumer choice. The most
prevalent issues in the discussion are unanticipated allergic responses, spread of pest resistance or
herbicide tolerance to wild plants, and inadvertent harm to wildlife [32]. Aside from the tangible risks
often associated with GM products, other studies have shown moral acceptability to be a significant
predictor for the encouragement of biotechnology applications [33,34].
Bonroy and Constantatos [24] note that labels can be less effective at fixing the lack of information
issue given consumer misperceptions of the information provided by the label. One form of
misperception can be an over- or under- estimation of risks or benefits related to a product attribute [25].
This type of misperception is related to what Lusk and Rozan [23] call the “red flag effect” and is
attributed to (undesired) inferential processing on the part of the consumer [27,28]. If one considers
the varying attitudes and opinions as an alternate form of “advertising” for GM foods, it becomes clear
that this ambiguous advertising may influence consumer evaluation of GM product safety and quality,
and ultimately the magnitude of the “red flag” effect [35].
As is the case with GM foods, lack of information related to a specific decision or choice may
lead to ambiguity in the consumer’s evaluation of the probability of an outcome, such as health or
environmental impacts of GM food consumption. This transformation of information ambiguity to
probability ambiguity can influence individual decision-making [36]. Even in the context of food-borne
pathogens, few consumers know the odds of becoming ill from it and many consumers have ill-formed
beliefs about their chances of actually becoming ill from a food-borne pathogen [37]. Further, when
individuals seek out information in an attempt to gain more information on a topic, there is seldom
consensus among interest groups, consumers, or the scientific community, particularly regarding GM
foods as mentioned above [38].
It is common in situations of uncertain origin or outcome that lay peoples’ risk perceptions will
differ from expert-provided technical risk estimates [39,40]. We know from the works discussed above
that this difference in perception hinders the effectiveness of expert provided information meant to
alleviate the information asymmetry [41]. We conjecture that the contrasting states of knowledge
among interest groups and ultimately the information available to consumers, plays a significant role
in driving consumer aversion to genetically modified food products. Given the lack of consensus on
the consequences of genetic modification, we argue that this may reinforce consumer aversion to GM
technology in food, and thus ambiguity aversion drives preferences for GM food and demand for a
labeling regime such as NBFDS.
It is a natural extension to discuss risk perceptions along with ambiguity preferences in the
evaluating the effectiveness of the NBFDS as these measures are often overlooked in explaining
consumer demand for food products [29]. However, assessing risk perceptions’ effect on consumer
choice can be difficult as comprehensive measurement of risk perception is not trivial.
Risk perception as a concept is multidimensional, meaning that a single question on a survey may
not capture all the nuances of individual risk perception [40,42–44]. A large body of work exists in
the risk communication field focused on measuring risk perceptions in the context of climate change.
Van der Linden [42] discusses the fact that while the public might perceive some long-term changes in
long-term climate conditions, psychological factors are often much more influential in determining
public perception of climate change risk. We utilize a framework proposed by van der Linden [42] to
measure and interpret our results. This framework breaks down risk perception into a hierarchy of
components which allows us to identify the relative importance of each component of risk perception
in explaining consumer demand for GM salmon under the NBFDS.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
We recruited 1043 survey participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk (denoted “Mturk”), a
crowd-sourcing platform for computer-based tasks. The computer-based task was a Qualtrics survey,
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in which we implemented our choice experiment. This work was reviewed and approved by the
University of Rhode Island’s Office of Research Integrity (Approval #1718-181), which required
collection of informed consent forms from participants and measures to preserve participant anonymity.
For recruitment, Mturk workers with greater than zero approved tasks, task approval rating greater
than 97%, and located in the United States saw the survey announcement for a “20-minute Academic
Study”. Eligible participants were (1) aged 18 years or older, (2) lived in the United States, (3)
consumed seafood regularly, and (4) consumed salmon. We paid participants $2.00 upon completion
of the survey. The average participant completed the full survey in 13.5 minutes. The final sample
consists of a diverse group of respondents from every state in the United States aside from Delaware,
Table 1 provides sample summary statistics. Compared to the most recent American Community
Survey [45–47], our sample differs from the general population of the United States primarily in gender
distribution (40.1% female compared to 50.8% in the ACS) and educational attainment (60% with
Bachelor’s degree or higher compared to 31.2% in the ACS), consistent with previous summaries of
the Mturk population [48]. We consider our sample to be sufficiently representative of U.S. seafood
consumers given our screening criteria, acknowledging these previously identified nuances of the
Mturk population.
Table 1. Sample summary statistics.

1

Mean

SD

2016 ACS 1

Age

35.9

11.0

37.7

Female (%)

40.1

49.0

51.60

Income (%)
Less than $49,999
$50,000–99,999
$100,000–149,999
Greater than $150,000

48.5
37.1
5.8
2.7

50.0
48.3
23.5
16.2

45.4
30.0
13.5
11.1

Education (%)
Less than high school
High School degree
Some college or Associate’s
Bachelor’s degree
Graduate or professional degree

0.4
9.4
29.0
42.5
57.5

6.3
29.2
45.4
49.5
49.5

12.5
27.2
29.0
19.3
11.9

Household size (%)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 or more

19.5
26.7
24.2
18.8
6.8
3.0
0.9

39.7
44.2
42.9
39.1
25.2
17.1
9.5

27.7
33.7
15.7
13.1
6.0
2.3
1.5

Race (%)
White
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Native American or Alaska Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
Other

74.7
13.5
7.0
1.8
4.3
0.4
0.9

43.5
34.2
25.5
13.5
20.2
6.2
9.3

73.3
12.6
17.3
0.8
5.2
0.2
4.8

Observations

1043

2016 ACS (American Community Survey) column reports mean values from the 2016ACS, except age which is
reported as a median. ACS summary of household size includes both family and nonfamily households.
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We have further confidence in considering our sample to be sufficiently representative of the
U.S. seafood consumers based on their prior preferences and attitudes related to GM food technology.
Between 50–60% of our sample believe it is either “Very Important” or “Extremely Important” to
label each of Organic, Non-GM, Contains GM ingredients, GM-fed, and GM food products. This is
representative of the general sentiment of consumer “right to know” movements and use of information
regarding food production methods identified in various academic work as well as independent polls.
For example, a Pew Research Center poll [49] found that 89% of respondents (n = 1480) believe the
general public should play at least a minor role in making policy decisions related to GM foods, while
40% of respondents believe the news media does not take the health risks of GM foods seriously enough.
As an alternate means of capturing prior preferences related to production process labeling,
participants were asked to rank four food labels based on likelihood of purchasing a product displaying
each label: Organic, Certified Non-GMO, Contains GM Ingredients, and Produced with Genetic
Engineering. As we expected based on the prior preferences summarized above, participants ranked
Organic as most likely to be purchased, followed by Certified Non-GMO, Contains GM ingredients,
and Produced with Genetic Engineering. We did allow participants to rank multiple labels equally
to indicate indifference. The rankings are indicative of an association between Organic and Certified
Non-GMO labels and Contains GM Ingredients and Produced with Genetic Engineering labels as
evidenced by their relative average rankings.
As we are studying GM food labels in the context of seafood, we also had participants rate their
seafood purchase habits on a five-point Likert scale to indicate level of agreement with statements
about seafood. As expected based on prior literature [50], participants have a general preference for
seafood that is wild-caught, domestic, low-priced, freshest, and healthy for them. Data used for these
and all following analyses are available as Supplementary Materials.
2.2. DCE and Survey Design
Our discrete choice experiment (DCE) was designed to simulate seafood purchase scenarios for
fresh, farmed Atlantic Salmon fillets with different labels denoting presence or absence of genetic
modification, country of origin, and price. The survey instrument also asked respondents questions
about their food consumption habits, general attitudes toward food and technology, and specific
attitudes toward GM foods. Table 2 summarizes the levels of each product attribute used in our DCE,
which were chosen based on previous literature and current market conditions.
Table 2. DCE attributes and levels.
Atlantic Salmon Fillets
Price

6.49
9.99
13.49
16.99

GM Label

No Label
Organic
Verified Non-GM
GM-Fed
GM

Origin

U.S.
Norway
Chile

Participants were randomly assigned to one of four information treatment groups that differed in
support of GM technology in food production:
In the Positive Information treatment, subjects were shown on the screen:

In the Negative Information treatment, subjects were shown on the screen:
Genetically modified organisms (crops and animals) produced for consumption have potential
health risks, including allergic reactions, resistance antibiotics, and unknown effects.
Sustainability
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•
Genetically
organisms may require food producers to increase use of pesticides,
herbicides, and other chemicals that can harm the water system and damage the soil.
•

•

Genetically modified organisms (crops and animals) produced for consumption have better taste,
In the Balanced Information treatment, subjects were shown both Positive Information and
increased nutrients, greater resistance to disease and pests, and faster production compared to
Negative Information treatments at once on the same screen, with positive information at top as
conventionally produced crops and animals.
ordered above. In the control group, or No Information treatment, subjects did not see the
•
Genetically modified organisms can be more environmentally friendly because they conserve
information screen at all. Each information treatment was presented as short bullet points as it is
water, soil, and energy.
more attuned to the manner in which consumers receive food marketing information, such as social
media
information
pamphlets
at foodsubjects
stores. were shown on the screen:
Inand/or
the Negative
Information
treatment,
We used a full factorial design for the DCE meaning that each possible attribute combination
•
Genetically modified organisms (crops and animals) produced for consumption have potential
was seen across survey participants. Due to the large number of total choices (4 x 5 x 3 = 60 total
health risks, including allergic reactions, resistance antibiotics, and unknown effects.
combinations for salmon) we blocked our choice sets into ten blocks, each containing six choice
•
Genetically
modified
organisms
mayon
require
food producers
to increase
use of in
pesticides,
questions
to reduce
the cognitive
burden
our participants.
The design
was created
STATA
herbicides,
and
other
chemicals
that
can
harm
the
water
system
and
damage
the
soil.
version 13 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA) with the user-written program dcreate [51,52].
Each In
respondent
wasInformation
randomly assigned
to one
choice
set shown
block. both
Each Positive
choice question
had two
the Balanced
treatment,
subjects
were
Information
and
choice
alternatives
plus
a
no
purchase
option.
The
order
of
each
question
in
a
given
block
was
Negative Information treatments at once on the same screen, with positive information at top
as
randomized
forIn
each
Figure
1 is
an exampletreatment,
fillet choice
set. did not see the information
ordered above.
the participant.
control group,
or No
Information
subjects
screen at all. Each information treatment was presented as short bullet points as it is more attuned
2.2.1.
to theBehavioral
manner in Measures
which consumers receive food marketing information, such as social media and/or
information
at foodscenarios,
stores. participants answered questions regarding their knowledge
Prior to pamphlets
seeing the choice
full factorial related
design for
meaningWe
thatrefer
each to
possible
attribute
combination
level We
andused
riska perceptions
to the
GMDCE
technology.
this series
of questions
as
was
seen
across
survey
participants.
Due
to
the
large
number
of
total
choices
(4
×
5
×
3
=
60
total
“behavioral measures” (including our ambiguity aversion measure discussed below). The
combinations
for salmon)
we blocked
our choice
sets into1)ten
blocks, each
choice
knowledge
questions
specifically
addressed
participants’
knowledge
levelcontaining
about the six
facts
and
questions
to reduce
theGM
cognitive
burden
on our
participants.
design
wastocreated
in STATA
issues
associated
with
technology,
2) risk
perception
of GMThe
foods
relative
foods produced
version 13
(StataCorp
LP, College
Station,
TX, USA)
the user-written
program
dcreate
[51,52].
without
GM,
3) confidence
in risk
perception,
andwith
4) concern
level about
potentially
negative
Each respondent
was randomly assigned to one choice set block. Each choice question had two choice
impacts
of GM foods.
alternatives plus a no purchase option. The order of each question in a given block was randomized
for each participant. Figure 1 is an example fillet choice set.

Figure 1. Example choice set.

2.2.1. Behavioral Measures
Prior to seeing the choice scenarios, participants answered questions regarding their knowledge
level and risk perceptions related to GM technology. We refer to this series of questions as “behavioral
measures” (including our ambiguity aversion measure discussed below). The knowledge questions
specifically addressed participants’ (1) knowledge level about the facts and issues associated with GM
technology, (2) risk perception of GM foods relative to foods produced without GM, (3) confidence in
risk perception, and (4) concern level about potentially negative impacts of GM foods.
Then, the risk and perception series of questions was presented as follows:

3.

How concerned are you about GM foods leading to negative [health, environmental] impacts?

This series was asked separately for the health and environmental domains (i.e., which
bracketed word actually appeared in the above questions). The risk perception series and
self-reported
knowledge
level were measured on a five-point Likert scale.
Sustainability 2019,
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We elicited this specific series of behavioral measures to capture the relationship between these
variables in a similar manner as van der Linden [42]. In his work, van der Linden developed a
1.
How much do you agree with the following statement? GM foods pose a greater [health,
“hierarchy of concern” (HoC) model to conceptualize public perception of climate change similar to
environmental] risk than foods produced without GM technology.
Maslow’s “hierarchy of needs” framework for human motivation. The HoC establishes a transitive
2.
How confident
you in your
answer
the previous
question?general concern, and personal
relationship
betweenare
likelihood
of an
event,toperceived
seriousness,
3.
How
you about
foodschange
leadingcase,
to negative
[health, environmental]
worry.
Forconcerned
reasoningare
similar
to theGM
climate
an individual
may think that impacts?
effects of
consuming
and/or
genetically
modified
foods
are likely to occur,
but(i.e.,
thatwhich
does not
imply
This series
wasproducing
asked separately
for the
health and
environmental
domains
bracketed
that
they
perceive
the
issue
to
be
serious.
The
relationship
between
each
level
of
the
hierarchy
is
word actually appeared in the above questions). The risk perception series and self-reported knowledge
comparable
to the example
above.Likert
The transitivity
axiom is not a necessary condition for this
level were measured
on a five-point
scale.
framework
to
remain
a
useful
tool
for
conceptualizing
perceptions
of genetic between
modification,
We elicited this specific series of behavioral measuresrisk
to capture
the relationship
these
climate
change,
or
other
issues.
Figure
2
presents
a
pictorial
representation
of
the
hierarchya
variables in a similar manner as van der Linden [42]. In his work, van der Linden developed
measured for
our study.(HoC) model to conceptualize public perception of climate change similar to
“hierarchy
of concern”
The
highest
levelofinneeds”
the HoC
is personal
level distinguishes
concern ata transitive
a societal
Maslow’s “hierarchy
framework
for worry.
human This
motivation.
The HoC establishes
versus
a
personal
level.
This
distinction
can
be
important
as
individuals
often
exhibit
optimism
bias
relationship between likelihood of an event, perceived seriousness, general concern, and personal
in whichFor
they
overestimate
the to
likelihood
of positive
events
and underestimate
thethat
likelihood
worry.
reasoning
similar
the climate
changelife
case,
an individual
may think
effects of
of
negative
events.
The
resulting
bias
translates
into
overestimates
of
risk
perceptions
if
measures
consuming and/or producing genetically modified foods are likely to occur, but that does not implyonly
that
rely
singlethe
question
capture
level. Since
we areeach
not interested
analyzing
the specific
they on
perceive
issue totobe
serious.concern
The relationship
between
level of theinhierarchy
is comparable
level
of
public
concern
about
the
risks
of
GM
technology,
we
opted
to
only
use
a
single-question
to the example above. The transitivity axiom is not a necessary condition for this framework to remain
measure
of concern and personal worry levels. We purposely used a concern measure that could be
a useful tool for conceptualizing risk perceptions of genetic modification, climate change, or other
subjectively
interpreted as a means of capturing an overall level of concern about the risks of GM
issues. Figure 2 presents a pictorial representation of the hierarchy measured for our study.
technology rather than only societal- or personal-level concern.

Figure 2. Hierarchy of concern framework. This framework is adapted from van der Linden (2017).
Figure 2. Hierarchy of concern framework. This framework is adapted from van der Linden (2017).
“Risk Perception” is a measure of whether an individual believes there are risk associated with a
“Risk Perception” is a measure of whether an individual believes there are risk associated with a
scenario, e.g., GM food, “Confidence” refers to the perceived likelihood risks will occur, and “Concern”
is the level of worry about the potential risks.

The highest level in the HoC is personal worry. This level distinguishes concern at a societal
versus a personal level. This distinction can be important as individuals often exhibit optimism bias
in which they overestimate the likelihood of positive life events and underestimate the likelihood of
negative events. The resulting bias translates into overestimates of risk perceptions if measures only
rely on single question to capture concern level. Since we are not interested in analyzing the specific
level of public concern about the risks of GM technology, we opted to only use a single-question
measure of concern and personal worry levels. We purposely used a concern measure that could be
subjectively interpreted as a means of capturing an overall level of concern about the risks of GM
technology rather than only societal- or personal-level concern.
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“Concern” is the level of worry about the potential risks.

Weare
arealso
alsointerested
interestedin
in establishing
establishing the
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every
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consider multinomial logit models to estimate choice. A random-parameters logit framework relaxes
Since every choice elicitation includes a no-purchase option in addition to the two fillets, we
the independence assumption necessary in a traditional multinomial logit. This framework allows us
consider multinomial logit models to estimate choice. A random-parameters logit framework relaxes
to appropriately account for the panel structure of our data (there were six choice occasions in each
the independence assumption necessary in a traditional multinomial logit. This framework allows
block randomly assigned, one per subject), in which choice errors may not be independent within
us to appropriately account for the panel structure of our data (there were six choice occasions in
individuals. The model accounts for the panel structure by including a random intercept term for each
each block randomly assigned, one per subject), in which choice errors may not be independent
participant and participant-choice set combination. All other covariates are specified as fixed effects
within individuals. The model accounts for the panel structure by including a random intercept term
(i.e., non-random effects, not to be confused with dummy variables used in fixed effects regression).
for each participant and participant-choice set combination. All other covariates are specified as
Our empirical specification includes a total of 192 covariates that include an alternative specific constant
fixed effects (i.e., non-random effects, not to be confused with dummy variables used in fixed effects
(ASC) for the no-purchase alternative, choice set attributes (price, country of origin, and GM label;
regression). Our empirical specification includes a total of 192 covariates that include an alternative
described in Table 2), and interactions of the behavioral measures with all choice set attributes. All
specific constant (ASC) for the no-purchase alternative, choice set attributes (price, country of origin,
choice set attributes are dummy-coded aside from price which was specified as a continuous covariate.
and GM label; described in Table 2), and interactions of the behavioral measures with all choice set
The use of interaction terms allows us to link the behavioral measures to consumers’ seafood choice.
attributes. All choice set attributes are dummy-coded aside from price which was specified as a
continuous
covariate. Regression
The use of interaction terms allows us to link the behavioral measures to
2.3.2.
LASSO Penalized
consumers’ seafood choice.
We use the LASSO L1-regularization to select the most important behavioral measures for
predicting
participant
choices
[58]. Since these measures are correlated, the selection of a sparse model
2.3.2. LASSO
Penalized
Regression
is based on the explicit assumption that there is a subset of our measures that is more important in
We use the LASSO L1-regularization to select the most important behavioral measures for
predicting choice behavior. We follow Huseynov, Kassas, Segovia, and Palma [59] to reformulate
predicting participant choices [58]. Since these measures are correlated, the selection of a sparse
the LASSO in a logit framework. All independent measures are standardized prior to estimating
model is based on the explicit assumption that there is a subset of our measures that is more
a maximum binomial likelihood to fit the LASSO to our training data. Specifying an individual’s
important in predicting choice behavior. We follow Huseynov, Kassas, Segovia, and Palma [59] to
non-selection probability as
reformulate the LASSO in a logit framework. All independent measures are standardized prior to
p(xit ) = Pr( yit = 0 Xit ),
(1)
estimating a maximum binomial likelihood to fit the LASSO to our training data. Specifying an
individual’s non-selection probability as
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we maximize the following log-likelihood:

 N

 1 X

max
I ( yit = 0)log p(xit ) + I ( yit = 1)log (1 − p(xit )) − λ k β k`1 ,
N
β

(2)

i=1

where λ (“lambda”) can be interpreted as a constraint on the sum of the absolute values of the
coefficients estimates (the vector), as in a typical LASSO applied to linear regression models.
λ is commonly referred to as the “tuning parameter” because it determines the strength of the
penalty imposed on the model covariates. For small values of λ, the penalty imposed on the estimated
parameters is small resulting in the recovery of the maximum likelihood estimates of the mixed logit
coefficients. For sufficiently large values of λ, some coefficients are set to zero. This is the mechanism
through which LASSO performs variable selection, making the stability of λ a necessary component of
our empirical strategy.
We ran 100 iterations of a modified two-fold cross-validation LASSO routine to confirm the
stability of the optimal tuning parameter. Each iteration of the cross-validation routine used a randomly
selected 50-50 split (permutation) of the full data into training and test data sets. This split for cross
validation routines has been shown to be optimal for a broad class of loss functions independent of
the data distribution, and particularly in the case of classification via logistic regression [60]. For
each iteration, the LASSO was fit on the training data and out-of-sample log-likelihood (OOSLL) was
calculated using the test data. We fit 22 values of the tuning parameter ranging in penalty strength.
This range is slightly smaller relative to other applications and defaults of popular software packages
that typically evaluate 30–100 values of the tuning parameter, see for example Friedman, Hastie and
Tibshirani [61]. We decided to focus our attention on this range of candidate tuning parameters based
on preliminary analysis conducted using this data set. For each iteration and value of the tuning
parameter, we recorded (1) variable selection, (2) in-sample Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC), and
(3) OOSLL. The OOSLL values we report are calculated using the regularized model, in which the
regression betas represent maximum a posteriori estimates given a Laplacian prior [62]. For further
details on the theory and application of the LASSO, we recommend the seminal text authored by
Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman [58].
We used the results from the routine described above to select the optimal tuning parameter, λ∗ ,
based on average OOSLL and mean prediction accuracy across the replications. Once we determined
the optimal tuning parameter, λ∗ , we re-ran the LASSO on our full data set with that penalty term to
generate the list of covariates with non-zero coefficient estimates. This set of covariates was used to
estimate a naïve post-LASSO model fit, discussed below, to conduct inference on the effect of these
covariates on seafood purchase decisions. We account for the use of this naïve post-LASSO inference
method using bootstrapped standard errors based on 100 bootstrap replications. Below, we discuss
the variables selected by this procedure in order to identify the important behavioral measures for
consumer purchasing of GM seafood.
3. Results
All models were fit implementing the R package glmmLasso [63,64]. We utilized Elastic Cloud
Computing instances on Amazon Web Services to alleviate computing constraints. Based on the results
of our replication analysis, the optimal tuning parameter is λ∗ = 100. Figure 5 plots the average OOSLL
for each value of the tuning parameter we tested. Figure 6 plots average prediction accuracy at each
value of the tuning parameter tested in our resampling analysis. These figures confirm that the optimal
tuning parameter value maximizes both OOSLL and also average out-of-sample prediction accuracy.

Average McFadden’s R-squared (S.E.)

0.492 (0.0005)

Total covariates retained
1

155

“Y” indicates a variable was retained, “N” indicates variable was excluded by regularization, respectively.
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issues in mixed models, as is the case for our work. It would be ideal to compute adjusted p-values
and confidence intervals conditional on the regularization routine. However, given the lack of
available methods for computing adjusted p-values and confidence intervals in the case of
regularized mixed models, we are limited in the way we handle selective inference in our case. Thus,
we report bootstrapped standard errors for each coefficient in our final models to account for
potential issues associated with selection bias that is inherent in using a feature selection tool like
LASSO. Bootstrapping standard errors, under the assumption that our empirical model is correct,
allows us to quantify the uncertainty associated with our parameter estimates.
While we rely on a naïve post-LASSO approach outlined in the literature, we are confident in
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Table 3. Summary of retained covariates in Lasso* model.
Variable

Retained
1

Direct Effects
No Purchase (ASC)
Fillet Price
Organic
Verified Non-GM
Fed with GM Soy
GM
Both GM
Norway
Chile
Information 1
Positive × Organic
Positive × Verified Non-GM
Positive × Fed with GM Soy
Positive × GM
Positive × Both GM
Negative × Organic
Negative × Verified Non-GM
Negative × Fed with GM Soy
Negative × GM
Negative × Both GM
Balanced × Organic
Balanced × Verified Non-GM
Balanced × Fed with GM Soy
Balance × GM
Balance × Both GM

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Health domain interactions (# included)
Risk perception
Confidence in risk perception
Concern about risks

18
15
19

Environmental domain interactions (#
included)
Risk perception
Confidence in risk perception
Concern about risks

19
15
18

Subjective Knowledge about GM (#
included)

15

Ambiguity aversion (# included)
Average out-of-sample log-likelihood (S.E.)
Average OOS prediction accuracy (S.E.)
Average McFadden’s R-squared (S.E.)
Total covariates retained
1

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

15
−2896.167 (2.934)
0.558 (0.002)
0.492 (0.0005)
155

“Y” indicates a variable was retained, “N” indicates variable was excluded by regularization, respectively.

In an application such as ours where regularized regression is used for variable selection, we are
using the data to “sparse” a full set of covariates into a sub-model that was not known or specified
a priori. The problem arises due to the fact that when fitting the sub-model for the purposes of
inference, we are looking at the data twice: once to determine the sub-set of covariates and once to
test hypotheses [65]. There are a variety of methods proposed to deal with this selection bias like
sample-splitting [66], simultaneous inference [66], exact post-selection inference methods [67,68], as
well as double-selection methods [69]. All of these methods account for the regularization procedure
to compute adjusted p-values, conditional on the particular sub-model being selected. However, under
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certain conditions, the naïve post-LASSO inference approach that simply refits the sparse model on the
full data set (not accounting for regularization) can provide valid p-values and confidence intervals [65].
All the selective inference approaches mentioned above have been developed and validated in
the context of models that assume only fixed (non-stochastic) parameter estimates. We are unaware of
developments in the selective inference literature that address the case of selective inference issues
in mixed models, as is the case for our work. It would be ideal to compute adjusted p-values and
confidence intervals conditional on the regularization routine. However, given the lack of available
methods for computing adjusted p-values and confidence intervals in the case of regularized mixed
models, we are limited in the way we handle selective inference in our case. Thus, we report
bootstrapped standard errors for each coefficient in our final models to account for potential issues
associated with selection bias that is inherent in using a feature selection tool like LASSO. Bootstrapping
standard errors, under the assumption that our empirical model is correct, allows us to quantify the
uncertainty associated with our parameter estimates.
While we rely on a naïve post-LASSO approach outlined in the literature, we are confident in the
validity of the inference given our relatively large sample size in relation to the number of considered
covariates. In addition, we are not concerned with issues of endogeneity of our treatment conditions
(GM labels) based on the fact that choice question blocks were randomly assigned to participants. This
is the primary issue considered by Belloni, Chernozhukov, and Hansen [69]. We did evaluate the
correlation between our controls and choice question assignment and found no evidence of statistically
significant correlations. Any significant correlation observed would be spurious given the random
assignment of choice question blocks.
3.1. Model Fit
In terms of overall model fit, Figures 5 and 6 summarize the average OOSLL and average
out-of-sample predication accuracy for each value of the tuning parameter. Prediction accuracy
was determined by comparing predicted alternative choice and actual alternative choice for each
participant-choice set pair. Predicted alternative choice was determined using the highest predicted
choice probability among alternatives from each iteration of the resampling procedure and at each
level of the penalty term. Similarly, the prediction accuracy is the percent of correct, out-of-sample
predictions at each iteration in the resampling routine.
3.2. Behavioral Measures
As shown in Table 3, the regularized model fit on the full data set retained all of the direct effect
attribute levels aside from the GM label attribute. All behavioral measures were retained in some form
in in our modeling approach. Table 4 present the covariates with coefficient estimates significant at the
99% level based on bootstrapped standard errors for the Lasso*. This subset of covariates is materially
the same whether or not we consider bootstrap standard errors. All covariates were standardized prior
to model fitting. As such, we can directly interpret the magnitude of each coefficient as a measure
of relative signal strength. We acknowledge that focusing only on covariates with 99% significance
is an arbitrary decision. However, due to the large number of implicit hypothesis tests (155 for the
Lasso* model) inherent in our analysis we only dedicate time to this subset. The interested reader is
encouraged to contact the authors for further additional summary figures.
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Table 4. Significant covariates (99% level), Lasso* fit on full sample.
Fillet Choice 1
Coefficient

Bootstrap Standard Error

Direct Effects
No Purchase (ASC)
Fillet Price ($)
Verified Non-GM
Fed with GM Soy
Norway
Chile

−1.89
−0.95
0.47
−0.70
−0.22
−0.32

0.11
0.04
0.18
0.10
0.02
0.02

Health domain interactions
No Purchase (ASC) × Confidence
Positive × Organic × Confidence
No Purchase (ASC) × Concern
Fed with GM Soy × Concern

0.23
0.27
0.49
−0.43

0.09
0.11
0.08
0.10

Environment domain
interactions
Balanced × Fed with GM Soy ×
Risk Perception
Balanced × GM × Risk Perception
No Purchase (ASC) × Confidence
Balanced × Organic × Confidence

−0.35

0.11

−0.34
−0.21
−0.29

0.10
0.08
0.10

Subjective knowledge
interactions
No Purchase (ASC)
Fed with GM Soy

−0.32
0.39

0.07
0.06

Ambiguity aversion interactions
Fed with GM Soy

0.24

0.07

1 Coefficients on risk perception, concern, confidence, subjective knowledge, and ambiguity aversion are standardized.

All other covariates are indicator variables to denote label attributes or experimental conditions.

The first notable results are the Direct Effects in Table 4. For example, there is a significant
and negative coefficient on fillet price, which is evidence our participants made rational choices in
accordance with economic theory [70]. In terms of the other direct effect variables, we find results
consistent with previous findings. Participants prefer salmon fillets that are Verified Non-GM while
they dislike Fed-GM fillets. We also find that participants dislike imported salmon fillets relative to
domestic based on the negative coefficients on the Norway and Chile attribute indicators. Finally, the
No Purchase (ASC) direct effect can be interpreted simply as an intercept term. We now consider the
significant behavioral interaction effects in Table 4.
3.3. Health Domain
In the health domain, concern about the health risks associated with GM technology is present
in two of the four significant interactions. As concern level increases, Fed-GM labeled fillets become
less attractive to consumers. A related observation is that concern level makes the no-purchase
option more attractive. This would imply that consumers would rather not buy salmon fillets at all
as their concern about the health risks of GM technology increased. Similarly, confidence in health
risk perception makes the no-purchase option more attractive. Confidence in health risk perception
level also increases the likelihood of purchasing organic salmon for those in the positive information
treatment. This is somewhat unexpected as the information provides benefits of using GM technology
in food production. However, we believe the confidence in risk perception is the driving force behind
this effect. This is indicative of substitution away from GM salmon given strong prior confidence in
health risk perceptions.
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3.4. Environment Domain
In the environment domain, risk perception decreases the likelihood of purchasing a Fed-GM
or GM fillet given the balanced information treatment. The fact that balanced information could not
override the effects of prior risk perceptions provides further support for the negativity bias related to
food technology identified in previous works [71,72]. The result that the interaction of confidence in
environmental risk perception makes organic fillets less attractive for those in the balanced information
treatment could be driven by those that are confident GM foods do not pose environmental risks.
The justification for this interpretation is the fact that we are able to separate risk perception from
confidence in the risk perception under the framework of the HoC. Specifically, higher confidence in
risk perception does not necessarily imply a graver risk assessment.
We also see that increased confidence in environmental risk assessment of GM foods makes the
no-purchase alternative less attractive in contrast to the same interaction in the health domain. This
may be evidence that health risks are more salient on a personal-level, while environmental risks are
more salient on a societal level, providing an exhibition of optimism bias as described by van der
Linden [42]. Lastly, we also see that the interaction of confidence in environmental risk perception
makes organic fillets less attractive for those in the balanced information.
3.5. Subjective Knowledge
There are two interactions with subjective knowledge in Table 4. We find a significant and positive
effect of subjective knowledge on purchase likelihood of Fed-GM fillets, while subjective knowledge
decreases the likelihood of selecting the no-purchase alternative. As subjective knowledge about GM
technology in food production increases, so does likelihood of purchasing products in this category.
Similarly, if consumers feel knowledgeable about GM technology in food, they perceive no or minimal
information asymmetry about these food products and feel more confident making decisions that
involve them. We consider these results consistent with the motivation behind “consumer right to
know” campaigns.
3.6. Ambiguity Aversion
Domain-specific ambiguity aversion significantly increases the likelihood of purchasing Fed-GM
salmon. If you are more competent or consider yourself more competent about GM technology in
food, then you are more ambiguity averse in the domain of GM food. Thus, you prefer “betting” on
purchases you are familiar with or feel knowledgeable about. If you know a product is not GM with
certainty, then all bets are off. This ties directly back to the subjective knowledge measures, as we
know from the literature that these measures increase together, specifically in this domain [55]. An
alternate phrasing of the results uses the definition of an ambiguity-averse individual. As individual
ambiguity aversion increases, so does the probability of losses they are willing to accept to avoid
making a decision with an ambiguous outcome. So, ambiguity aversion in the GM domain implies
that an individual would rather buy a fillet with a known high probability of being GM than a fillet
with an unknown probability of being GM.
4. Discussion
As the global population continues to grow, there will be increasing demand for quality, safe,
and diverse food options, especially seafood. We find that consumers’ perceptions, attitudes and
behavioral measures do play an important role in predicting consumer choice of seafood products.
Our results confirm basic intuitions about consumer preference for lower prices and non-GM foods, as
well as preference for domestic origin of their seafood. We also find that health and environmental
risk perceptions, confidence and concern about potential health risks, confidence and concern about
environmental risks, subjective knowledge, and ambiguity aversion have a significant influence on
consumer choice of salmon fillets. In the context of van der Linden’s Hierarchy of Concern framework,
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we see that risk perception, confidence, and concern about the risks associated with GM technology
are the prominent behavioral factors in both the health and environment domain. Both context specific
subjective knowledge and ambiguity aversion promote consumption of Fed-GM labeled salmon fillets,
which is consistent with the competence hypothesis [54] and comparative ignorance hypothesis [53].
Our results show that familiarity with GM technology is an important component of demand for
GM seafood, as well as the ultimate efficacy of the NBFDS at addressing the information asymmetry
issue in the market for GM seafood. Further, we provide evidence that familiarity with the use of GM
technology in food can promote consumption of these products. On the other side of this, however, is
the fact that concern and confidence about the potential health and environmental risks associated
with GM technology can push consumers out of the salmon market all together. These results indicate
that while labels under the NBFDS can effectively promote informed consumer choice, the labels might
unintentionally reduce overall salmon consumption, which is problematic given the already low levels
of seafood consumption in the United States. This is particularly relevant given the recent lift of the
import ban on AquAdvantage salmon eggs and large-scale production of the product.
In light of these findings, it is all the more pressing that future work focuses on using empirical
techniques, like machine learning, to better understand how behavioral measures might lead to
perverse outcomes of the NBFDS and other proposed food policy. We see strong opportunity to utilize
available data sets such as those associated with the Eurbarometer and/or Pew Research Center surveys
as a means of feasibly investigating this issue. Some additional considerations to explore as behavioral
predictors might include measures of cultural cognition and social norms as they relate to scientific
communication and public policy [73]. One specific area that would be valuable to explore is the
consumer perception of the sustainability of GM seafood products. If advancements in the aquaculture
industry, including GM technology, are utilized to address sustainability concerns, the ultimate efficacy
of such advancements is dependent on consumer perceptions. As such, further investigation of
consumers’ perception of the sustainability of industry innovations would be a valuable endeavor.
These analyses will continue to build evidence in support of incorporating “non-conventional” data in
models to improve predictive performance [59].
While we are proponents of using machine learning techniques to investigate consumer behavior,
we do note that these methods have some inherent limitations that have implications for its use in
policy evaluation via a DCE. From a practical standpoint, the primary limitation of these methods
is the time and computational demands necessary for estimation. Whether policy makers have the
resources to estimate such models could be a potential barrier to full utilization in the policy sector.
Another limitation of using LASSO to analyze DCE data is that it does not allow for estimation of valid
willingness-to-pay (WTP) measures typical of DCE studies. WTP estimates from such a method are
invalid due to potential selection bias introduced by using the LASSO as a feature selection tool. The
selection bias arises due to LASSO’s indifference between selecting from a group of correlated variables.
Regardless of the approach adopted, these models can only be as effective as the data available
to decision makers. The European Union (EU) conducts the annual Eurobarometer to assess public
opinion on various topics ranging from trust in national government to consumer habits regarding
fishery and aquaculture products. A triennial special topic survey focuses on public perception of
biotechnology in the EU and a variety of studies have used the publicly available data set to infer public
perception of GM foods [34,74]. In the United States, the Pew Research Center conducts similar public
surveys and provides data sets for public use. Our findings highlight important pathways through
which information on food labels, as well as outside market information, can have heterogeneous
effects on consumer purchase decisions. Specifically, we have reaffirmed the importance of measuring
risk perceptions in a multidimensional manner as proposed by van der Linden and other scholars.
These results are informative for those developing public surveys such as the EU and Pew Research
Center of the most appropriate manner in which to gauge public perceptions and sentiments toward
novel food technologies like genetic modification. A fuller understanding of the multidimensionality
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of public perception is particularly relevant to policy makers as regulatory measures for promoting
sustainability in the food system develop concurrently with sustainable food innovations.
We propose that data sources like those mentioned above be more thoroughly utilized by policy
makers to address the policy prediction problem associated with food process labels. Using these data
with a model selection approach like LASSO can help to tease out important behavioral considerations
that, as we have shown, are important in consumer decision making in the seafood market. Given
current policy interventions that aim to promote consumption of seafood products through affecting the
outside information available to consumers, these methods can be used to identify pathways through
which these interventions are effective and, critically, can aid in targeting future policy initiatives or
strategic marketing of food products more effectively.
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